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Preface

This thesis is a continua4-1 n of i study requested by Operations

Evaluation Group. Assistant Ch * of Staff, Studies &.4 Analysis, USAF.

Atmospheric conditions have a significant effect on the effectiveness

of laser-guIded weapons. The most effective use of these weapons, then,

requires an understanding of the effects of weather and a knowledge of

%en these weapons can or cannot be effectively used in specifice tacti-

cal situations, This thesis describes a study of the maximum lock-on

range which can be expected for a 1.06 micron laser-guided weapon under

varying meteorological ranges and rainfall rates. Two atmospheric

models were used for this study and their results compared. The results

were such different in many cases and point out the fact that we nust

know what the air is really like to accurately predict such things as

maximum lock-on range. It has become apparer', to the author diring this

study that the atmosphere is exceedingly comiplex and continuously vary-

ing and we are still a long way from accurately ceasuring all variables

in the atmosphere and getting a real time picture of them. At the same

time I have received an appreciation of the fact that many judicious

assumptions and approximations can be made which will give fairly re-

liable and useful results, especially if one is looking for relative

results caused by changing various parameters.

I would like to express My sincere appreciation to those people

%ho have given so much assistance to me in the course of this study.

I would like to thank the library staff and computer terminal staff of

the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) for their helpfulness. I
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wuld espec.ially like to thank Major Paul Fry of Headquarters Air

Weather Service; a.so, Captain Charles H. Coolidge, Jr. of the USAF

Ac demy Physics staff upon whose work such of this study is based.

Through mawy !ng telephone conversations they willingly provided a

wealth of much rieeded insight and information concerning this problem.

A special debt of gratitude goes to my advisor on this study, Major

Carl T. Case of the APIT Physics staff, for his invaluable guidence

and encourgement during this study.Iinally, I want to express my love and appreciation to my wife,

Of iis, and children - Kristin, Karlin, Lisa, and Kurt - for their

long suffering patience and understanding during these years at APIT

and especially during the completion of this study.

Vance A. Hedin
I Czptain, USAF
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Abs tract

With the advent of laser-guided weapons into the Air Force inven-

tory, it has become an item of high interest to decision makers at many

levels, from the aircrews who must deliver the weapons, to the high plan-

ning levels of the Air Staff, to better understand the significant limit-

ations that weather places on these weapons. This thesis presents an

easily useable model for predicting maximum lock-on ranges for 1.06

micron laser-guided weapons as a function of two significant weather

factors: surface meteorological range and rainfall rate. In addition,

a number of sample calculations based on the model are presented. The

most important factor limiting transmittance and maximum lock-on range

of a 1.06 micron system in a precipitation free environment is the aero-

sol content of the atmosphere. Aerosol effects depend on both the aero-

sol concentratirn and the aerosol particle size distributiwi. Two ver-

tical aerosol profiles are compared in this study: the Homogeneous Mix-

ing Layer model as developed by Coolidge and an approximation of the

mouel described by McClatchey. Incorporated in these models are several

aerosol particle size distributions described by Dermendjian including

combinations of maritime and continental distribttions. Also included

is the effect of rainfall on maximum lock-on range. It is found that

computations of lock-on range using these two models give significantly

different results in many cases. Recent information gives overwhelming

evidence that the Hfomogeneous M.ixing Layer model is the most represent-

ative atmospheric model, indicating it should be used for lock-on

range calculations.

ix
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A4OSPHRIC EPPECTS

ON

1.06 MICRON LASBR-.GUIDED WEAPONS

I. Introduction

Background

In recent years many laser-guided weapons have been developed and

included in the Air Force inventory. Experience with these weapons

has shown that they can be highly effective and extremely accurate

under the proper conditions. Howev.r, one major problem in the use of

these weapons is the significant limitations imposed on them by the

weather. Under certain weather conditions the maximum lock-on range of

these weapons can be greatly reduced due to the attenuation of the

laser beam by the atmosphere or lock-on can even be prevented, thus

prohibiting the use of these weapons entirely. It is, therefore, an

item of great interest at many levels of decision making, from the air-

crew who must decide optimum delivery tactics for expected weather con-

ditions to the highest level of planning at the Air Staff who must make

force structure decisions, to know the limitions imposed by atmospheric

conditions on these weapons.

It is extremely impurtanc to quantify the effects of weather on

laser-guided weapons and many studies have been accomplished in an at-

tempt to do this. However, these studies have been limited in their

scope and applicability to varying weather conditions, and recent find-

ings indicate that many of their results may also be unrealistic.

I
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Problen

It is desirable to have some method of predicting raximum lock-on

ranges of laser weapons based on observable atmospheric conditions.

The general purpose of this report, therefore, is to Iivestigate the

atmospheric attenuatiop of 1.06 micron laser radiation under varying

weather conditions and to compare the results of transmittance and

lock-on range calculations using different mathematical models to de-

scribe the atmosphere. The specific problem is to devise a simple

method or model for predicting maximum lock-on ranges of 1.06 micron

laser-guided weapons for varying surface meteorological ranges and

rain rates.

scope

Laser radiation with a wavelength of 1.06 microns is affected in

the atmosphere mainly by aezosol particle scattering and absorption and

to a lesser extent by molecular scattering and absorption. This report

will, therefore, investigate the attenuation effects of different aero-

sol particle size distributions, including the generally accepted con-

tinental, maritime, and haze L distrubutions proposed by Deirmendjian

(Ref 8, 9, 10) and will include the effects of different mixtures of

continental and maritime hazes. These distributions will be used in

two vertical aerosol profiles given by McClatchey (Ref 6) and Coolidge

(Ref 7) respectively. Included in this report will be the effects of

varying surface meteorological ranges and rain rates.

This report does not examine details of various laser hardware

parameters. Instead, the parameters of an assumed typical laser weapon

design are used in the determination of constant transmittance curves

2
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and maximum lock-on ranges for different atmospheric conditions. The

parameters of an actual system can be easily included to determine the

maximum lock-on range for that particular system. A sensitivity study

of the effects of varyiug these parameters is included.

Three atmospheric related factors will be ignored in this report.

The first is beam spreading due to turbulence. Several references in-

dicate that this factor will have negligible, effects on maximum lock-on

range (Ref 4, 25g 30). The second factor which is ignored is the change

of the refractive index of air with a change in altitude. This becomes

significant only for long slant paths when the angle between the laser

receiver and the surface is less than 10 degrees (Ref 26:41). The

effects of clouds and fog also will be ignored. They have such a large

attenuation effect that if they occurred between the target and the weap-

on they would effectively prevent any laser weapon lock-on (Ref 7:129;

34).

Assumptions

When modeling something as complex as atmospheric effects, cer-

tain assumptions must be made. These include the following: The laser

radiation is assumed to be monochromatic and affected only by absorp-

tion and single scattering from the aerosol particles when the atmos-

phere is precipitation free. T1he atmosphere is assumed to be uniform

at all horizontal ranges of interest from the target. Also, the aerosol

particle size distribution is assuned to remain constant for all alti-

tudes. An additional assumption will be that the target intercepts the

entire laser beam coming from the designator. Numerous other assump-

tions will be discussed in later sections.

3
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Issues

It is very difficult to experimentally obtain an accurate and

complete aerosol particle size distribution due to the inherent pro-

perties of the aerosol particles, and the present experimental equip-

ment and methods used for particle collection. Also, the atmosphere

is a highly complex mixture of molecules and aerosols with the aerosol

content of the atmosphere being affected by many different aerosol

sources and removal mechanisms (Ref 21)o Additionally, the atmosphere

is in a continuous state of flux. It is, therefore, not surprising

that there have been several different models developed in attempting

to describe the atmosphere. The investigator must determine how well

the atmospheric model used represents the geographical area, season,

time of day, past history, and aerosol sources of the air mass of

interest.

If attenuation of the laser beam is to be related to variable

weather conditions, the additional consideration of meteorological

range determination is introduced. This is a measurement uhich depends,

to a large degree, on the subjective judgement of the weather observer

when done visually. In fact, a net error of as much as +35-4 has been

noted when measurements were taken in daylight by a prime duty observ-

er. The error can be even higher for night observations and for those

taken by a secondary duty observer. The net error is less when taken

with instruments such as the forward scatter visibility meter, but it

can still be as much as 423% (Ref 29:34).

Rainfall is another consideration. The size of the raindrops as

well as the rainfall rate has an effect on attenuation. Different for-

=mulas, many of them being empirically derived, have bern developed to

4
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describe the attenuation effects of rain. Consideration must be given

as to which of these will be most representative of the rainfall of

interest.

Standards

The method of investigating atmospheric attenuation in this study

was computer analysis. Mathematical models were developed using the

different vertical profiles, aerosol particle size distributions, Tc-

teorological ranges, and rainfall rates to determine constant trans-

mittance curves and maximum lock-on ranges. Computer programs were

then developed to use these mathematical models. Sample calculations

were done for each model using an electronic calculator and compared

with the computer solutions to verify their accuracy,

The ultimate method of determining the accuracy of the results of

this study would be to simultaneously and accurately measure all vari-

ables of the mathematical models and see if the theoretical results

agree. However, this is not completely possible at the present ti.-e.

In the absence of this, the results of this study giv.: a basis for pre-

dicting laser attenuation and maximum lock-on ranges of a specific

weapon under varying weather conditions. Additionally, it gives a good

method of showing the relative effects of different surface meteoro-

logical ranges, aerosol particle size distributions, and vertical atten-

uation profiles on transmittance and maximum lock-on ranges.

Overview

The factors affecting the attenuation of 'laser radiation in the

atmosphere are discussed in Chapter II The characteristics of aeco-

sols as they relate to atmospheric attenuation are then discussed in
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Chapter III. Also in this chapter is a description of the McClatchey

and Homogeneous Mixing Layer (HML) atmospheric models which are used

in this study, Chapter IV contains the mathematical development of the

two models and the equations which are used for constant transmittance

curves and lock-on range calculations. Chapter V contains the results

of transmittance and lock-on range calculations and an analysis of

these results. Appendices A through B show.additional results of these

calculations. Also included in Chapter V are two approximations which

can be used for easy computations of surface lock-on ranges. Conclu-

sions and recomnendations are contained in Chapter VI. Appendix F

gives a brief development of the basic lock-on range equation and lists

the laser parameters which are included in this equation. Appendix G

presents a brief guide to the use of the Homogeneous Mixing Layer model

for making lock-on range calculations.

6
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lI. Atmophe ric Attenuation of Laser Radiation

As laser radiation propagates through the atmosphere some photons

are scattered out of the beam and cther photons are absorbed. These

scatterers and absorbers are the atmospheric gases, molecules, aerosols,

and water droplets. Assuming that there is some constant, (t, by which

these atmospheric absorbers and scatterers may be described for given

atmospheric conditions, then the intensity of radiation at any point in

space is given by the Beer-Lambert law of extinction which is

I aIoexp(-atx) (1)

where I is the intensity at any given point,

1o is the initial intensity,

at is the total extinction coefficient,

and x is the distance traveled by the radiation.

The total extinction coefficient includes all attenuation coeffi-

cients. These seperate coefficients are in general additive. On a

clear day for example

' ,a** 4'M (2)

where Ta is the aerosol attenuation coefficient,

and am is the molecular attenuation coefficient.

These coefficienbs are in turn the sum of absorbing and scattering

coefficients, for -xample

&a + Pa (3)

7
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where a& is the aerosol scattering coefficient,

and pa is the aerosol absorbing coefficient.

Transmittance

The Beer-Lambert law states that if the matttr is in the same
physical state, the extinction is dependent on the amount of matter

through which the radiation travels. If the extinction coefficient

varies along the path of the radiation, which is the case in the at-

mosphere, then the radiation transmittance, or the ratio of radiation

intensity passed to the original intensity, I/Io, can be described as

L
0 eWP[-]rt(l)dl] (4)

where T is the transmittance,

W t(1) is the total atmospheric extinction coefficient per unit

lengthn

di is the incremental path lengthq

and L is the total path length.

Lock-on Range

It has been generally assumed that Beer-Lambert's law based on

single scattering theory is valid for an optical thickness of less

than 0.03, and for values of optical thicknesses greater than unity,

secondary and multiple scattering effects become important. (Optical

thickness as uaed here is defined as the product of the extinction

coefficient and path length). However, this is for propagation of

diffuse radiation (Ref 35). For a narrow beam of collimated radiation

(or laser beam propagation) it has been found that single scattering

theory can account for observed attenuation for values of optical

8&
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thicknesses cf up to 25 (Ref 36:724).

When one considers the laser lock-on problem, one is considering a

two way path for the laser radiation; designator to target, and target

to receiver. From desig-nator to target the radiation is a collimated

beam and Beer-Lambert's law will hold strictly for this. However, be-

cause of the nature of most military targets, they give diffuse reflec-

tion of the laser radiation. Therefore, Beer-Lambert's law will not

hold strictly in this case for optical thicknesses greater than unity.

However, because of the pulsed nature of the laser signal, it can be

assumed that only photons reaching the receiver which have not scatter-

ed can be discriminated. Other photons will have experienced multiple

scattering and will show up as noise. Therefore, single scattering

theory should still hold.

The lock-on ranre equation can now be given as

R~,{r~t(l)d] = 'ex t W~t:d] (5)

where Rr is the range from receiver to target (lock-on range),

Rd is the range from designator to target,

K is a constant dependent on laser design parameters and ti'rget

characteristics,

and at is the atmosoheric attenuation coefficient per unit length

(Ref 14:13-14). A brief development of this equation including an

explicit expression for K iz given in Appendix F, page 102. This is a

transcendental equation that is dependent on the specific atmospheric

extinction coefficient and is easily solved with the aid of a computer.

9
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Attenuation Mechanisms

The mechanisms of molecular scattering and absorption, aerosol

scattering and absorption, and attenuation by precipitation for various

laser wavelengths are descrited by the rigorous theory of Mie and are

extensively covered in current literature. Therefore, they will not be

extensively discussed in this report. This section will describe

briefly the attenuation effects of molecules, aerosols, humidity, and

precipitation on 1.06 micron laser radiation.

Molecules. Molecular attenuation, which is highly dependent on

specific wavelength, has little effect on 1.06 micron laser radiation

in comparison to other mechanisms (Ref 7, 16, 26, 31, 37). The relative

effect on attenuation that molecules do have is dependent on altitude.

This relative importance can be seen by looking at attenuation values

from Table I on the following page. Using clear air values for which

the relative effect would be the greatest and Midlatitude Summer gives

a molecular attenuation of less than one percent of the total at the

surface. It then increases up to a maximum of 18% at 7 km altitude and

decreases to 9% at 15 km.

Molecular attenuation can be ignored for many calculations. As an

example, Fig. 1, page 12, shows a comparison of maximum lock-on range

curves computed with and without molecular attenuation using McClatchey's

aerosol model. At an altitude of 8 km there is less than 2% difference

between the lock-on rangos. The difference is even less at lower alti-

tudes and only slightly more at higher altitudes. It is concluded that

molecular attenuation can safely be ignored for lock-on range and trans-

mittance calculations, not only for the McClatchey model but for other

modeis as well. It shouid be noted that if one were concerned with

10
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transaittances at constant altitudes greater than 4 km, molecular

attenuation should not be ignored; for example, at 7 km an 18. error

would be introduced.

Aerosols. In the absence of precipitation, aerosol attenuation

has the largest effect on laser propagation. This is caused by both

scattering and absorption. Aerosols are defined as dispersed solid or

liquid particles in a gaseous solution, in this case air. The aerosol

particles vary in size from a cluster of a few molecules to particles

of about 20 microns in radius. Particles larger than this remain air-

borne for only a short time and only occur close to their sources

(Ref 21:111). Aerosol attenuation coefficients depend considerably on

the dimensions, chemical composition, and aerosol particle concentra-

tion. These are subject to great variability in time and space. Thus,

a quantitative estimate of the attenuation due to aerosols requires

reliable data about all fundamental characteristics of atmospheric

aerosols (Ref 37:224). An excellent sumnary of aerosols, with refer-

ences, is given by Coolidge (Ref 7).

Clouds and Fog. The attenuation effects of clouds and fog on 1.06

micron laser radiation is very significant. For example a path length

of 0.1 Iam through a cloud with a Dermendjian CL particle size distri-

bution would reduce the laser radiation to about 18% of the original

(Ref 7:129). Clouds and fog of almost any thickness, therefore, will

prevent a laser lock-on to the target. In order to include the effects

of clouds on laser lock-on one should do a statistical study on the

probabilities of clouds or fog being present, that is, the probabili-

ties of a cloud-free-line-of-sight. A study of this has been done by

Lund (Ref 24).

13
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Humdity. It has been suggested that humidity would have a large

effect on the aerosol particle size distribution and thus the aerosol

attenuation. However, Bullzich, et al, (Ref 5) found that the growth

rate of all particle sizes was approximately the same up to a relative

humidity of 95%. Zuev, et al, (Ref 38) and Andreyev, et al, (Ref 1)

also found no definite relation between relative humidity and the aero-

Sol attenuation coefficient for the infrared region of the spectrum,

It can be concluded that up to 90-95% relative humidity, there is no

humidity effects on aerosol attenuation of 1.06 micron laser radiation.

Rain. Attenuation due to rain (for drops of radii greater than

one half of the wavelength) is es. ntially independent of the specific

wavelength in the visible to far infrared of the spectrum (Ref 15, 20,

32). This attenuation is due almost entirely to scattering. The theory

for determining rain attenuation, like that for other mechani.sms, is

based on Mie theory. However, discrepancies exist between theory and

experimental results. This is mainly because of difficulties involved

in relating rain drop diameters and distribution of drop sizes to the

rainfall rate. The techniques for measuring rainfall rate and the in-

consistencies of the rate along the transmission path have also pre-

sented large problems to the experimentalist.

here have been several relationships developed, both experimen-

tally and theoretically, to describe rain attenuation. Some of these

are shown in Table II on the following page where the attenuation is

related to rainfall rate.

Table III shows additional relationships for the rainfall coeffi-

cients and some interesting relationships for meteorological range if

rainfall is the only limiting factor and a contrast of 0.055 is used.

14
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Table 11

Rainfall Attenuation Coefficients (Ref 32:801)

Tt-e reIt"Mn .ir givena low d, ki Ln", N in mm I!

AuthorKainfaII 1Ypr 0'-4t

Chit 3114l HOW~ (tfis) '*thunim l wot gS'mtl.1ka *I
MOW (1973) Thunkumn i. - 4. 12k

weafts (19U) Mean

Table III

Attenuation Coefficients(la- 1 ) and Meteorological Range (1m)
as a Function of Rainf all Rate(mmu/hr) (Ref 2:488)

Author Type Or MR
Atlas Bergeron ozr a .25R 0-6 3  MR - 11.6R 0 -6 3

Blanchard Wazm Orographic ar = 1.20RO- 3 3  MR - .R03

Marshall and Palmer Mean or at O.31R0*67  MR a9*3R0 6 7

It is shown here that the type of rainfall also has some effect on the

relationship of rainfall rate and attenuation or meteorological range.

The coefficient in each of these equations is a function of the

nature of the drop size distribution, increasing roughly as the square

root of the number concentration per unit volume and decreasing as the

normalized scetrnir broadens. The exponent is an insensitive function

only of the variation of velocity with drop diameter (Ref 2:487),

The relationship of attenuation due to rainfall rate chosen for

this study was that recently derived biy Shirley at the University of

Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin (Ref 32). It wads developed using nono-

static lidar as a means of determining rainfall attenuation.
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Correlation of lidar-derived rainfall attenuation and gage measured

rainfall gave

wr a 0"16R0 "7 4 km- 1  (6)

This relationship was chosen at least partially arbitrarily but also

because (1) of the method of measurement, (2) it compares well with

the work of other authors, and (3) it was derived in a midlatitude

location with both stratus and thunderstorm rainfall being used in its

development.

Snow. Snow presents a difficult problem. The assumption htich is

made for solutions using Mie theory, that the particle is spherical, is

not valid for snow, However, if it is assumed that snow particles will

scatter the same as they would if they were melted drops as Gilbcrtson

does (Ref 20:90), an approximation for the attenuation can be made.

Using values from references 20 and 3 this relationship is

o's= 0.56R0, 5 7 km"1  (7)

This assumption could introduce serious error. More experimental data

is necessary in order to verify the attenuation due to snow.

16
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III* Aerosol Characteristics

Since atmospheric aerosols play such a dominant role in the

attenuation of 1,06 micron laser radiation it is iaportant to quantify

their characteristics.

Meteorological !

An important characteristic of aerosol particles is that they

directly affect visibility or meteorological range in the form of haze.

Therefore, their attenuation effects can be determined from observed

meteorological range using a relationship first expressed by Kosch-

mieder (Ref 22) and later expanded by Middleton (Ref 27). Koschmieder's

law is expressed by

MR .- 3,912 (8)

0a

where 1R is meteorological range (km) and wa is the aerosol attenua-

tion coefficient (km- 1). Meteorological range in white light is da-

fined as the maximum distance at which an observer can barely detect a

large dark object against a white background. It is the distance at

which the contrast of the object to the background is reduced to 0.02

of its original value at the eye of the observer.

The above relationship is assumed to be valid at the discrete

wavelength of 0.35 microns which is the approximate center of eye

sensitivity for ordinary color vision in daylight. To determine the

attenuation of other wavelengths on the basis of meteorological range

it is only necessary to find the proper ratio of attenuation at the

desired wavelength to that of 0.55 microns. This can be accomplished

17
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by using Mie scattering calculational models.

Aerosol Particle Size Distribution

A very important consideration fi, estimating haze attenuation for

various wavelengths is the size distribution of the aerosol particles

(Ref 8). Aerosol particles scatter photons most effectively if their

radii are about equal to the wavelength of radiation (Ref 28). Using

Nie theory, it is shown that the contribution to scattering of different

rarticle sizes and concentrations depends very much on which wavelength

is being used with particles less than 0.04 microns having little

effect (Ref 23:105).

To illustrate the importance of the particle size distribution,

Dermendjian (Ref 8) gives an example where the particles of" 0.35 to

4.48 microns were 5% of the total concentration but because of their

large geometric cross-section produced 80% of the scattering. It can-

not be emphasized too strongly that if one is to calculate attenuation

due to ae-osols at a specific wavelength it is extremely important to

know the particle size distribution.

Particle size distributions and densities are controlled by the

particle production and removal mechanisms. Therefore, these proper-

ties depend on the geographic area and past history of the air mass

being considered.

There have been several analytical functions proposed to describe

aerosol distributions. Two oi these which have been used extensively

are the Dermendjian Continental Haze and the Dermendjian Maritime Haze

distributions and variations of these original models. The names are

descriptive of the sources of these aerosols. The continental haze is

~18
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of the form of a powr law first described by Junge (Ref 21)

jn~r) -* (9)

Mhe maritime haze is a modified gamma distribution described by Der-

mendjian (Ref 10) and is of the form

n~r) a arc'exp(-br*Y) 0 < r < so (10)

In these equations n~r) is the volume concentration at the radius r

and Atx at a,.e bg and Y are positive constants, These two distribu-

tions are shown graphically in Fig. 2.

to. en C

N

lot

glop

Pigs 2 Continental and Maritime Size Distri-
bution Functions, (Ref 9:13)
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The two general differences in the maritime and continental

hazes are as follows: (I) the number of particles in the maritime is

less than in the continental and (2) a greater portion of the maritime

particles are in the large particle range. An additional size distri-

bution model called the Haze L was also proposed by Dermendjian as a

replacement for the power law description of the continental type

aerosol. This is also a modified gamma distribution.

This report discusses the effect of these three distributions on

1.06 micron laser radiation attenuation. Even though these distribu-

tions are useful quantitatively, it is important to realize that these

are characteristic distributions and that in specific instances, con-

ditions may deviate considerably from the mean distribution.

Coolidge did an extensive study comparing aerosol attenuation

coefficients per particle per cm3 per km path length for these and

other particle size distributions using Mie theory calculations (Ref 7;.

Included in this study were the calculations of attenuation ratios of

1.0636 micron to 0.55 micron wavelengths. In doing this he used a

complex index of refraction of 1.53 - 0.031i for 0.55 microns and

1.51 - 0.046i for 1.0636 microns corresponding to aveiage data re-

ported by Hanel and Fischer for Germany (Ref 7.66). The normalized

size distributions Coolidge used are shown in Table IV on the following

page. Partial results of this study are shown in Fig. 3, page 22.

These show that 100% maritine gives higher per particle attenuation,

with aerosol attenuat'ons at 1.0636 microns approximately equal to

that of 0.55 microns. As the percentage of maritime is reduced and

continental increased, the attenuation at 1.0636 becomes less than that

at 0.55 microns, although the decrease is not significant until the

20
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percentage maritime is less than 10%. This suggests that in coastal

regions and ocean areas, 1.0636 micron attenuation may not be sig-

nificantly less than that in the visible spectrum while in continental

areas it may be signifiantly less.

T8..a,.e IV

Arosol Size Distributions
Radius, r, in microns (Ref 7:78)

Nodel Distribution

blrmndIlan (48.44) x n)
Maritime 5.333 x 106 x r x (x

sirmendj.an 0 T - .02s
Continental 9.677419 x 104 .02U<c r < .1j
*023 - 20p 3.677419 x r .Ip r . 20p

(-8.9443 x VYr) r c .02U
Maritlm 5.333 x 106 x r x*

5.333 x 106 x r x (8943 x 9.677419 x 104 .02r.I
-(8.943 x V)

Contlnenlt.I 5.333 % 10 x r x a v9.677419 A "  .u-.t-<20p

2 (5.1186 r7
Hue L 4.9757 x 108 x r x a
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Table V shows the ratios of 1.0636 miczon attenuation coefficients

to that of 0.55 microns for several aerosol distributions calculated by

Coolidge. It is these figures which were used in this study for making

transmittance and lock-on range calculations for various aerosol parti-

cle size distributions.

Table V

Ratios of 1.0636 micron Attenuation Coefficients to 0.55 micron
Attenuation Coefficients for Several Aerosol Distributions (.ef 7: ,)

Aerosol -l.O636A) a
Distribution 0aC0.5511)

haze L .796

100% Continental .539
(.031s- 20f)

Marit ime 1.004
(.003L -200)

25% Maritime
+ 75% Continental ,932

50% Maritime
50% Continental *977

Vertical Attenuation Profiles

There are several models used to describe the change in aerosol

attenuation with altitude. This thesis discusses two of these and

compares the results of using them to compute slant ranges for constant
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transmittance curves and for lock-on ranges. These two models are (1)

that used by McClatchey (Ref 26) and (2) the Homogeneous Mixing Layer

model as developed by Coolidge (Ref 7).

McClatchey Model. This model, which is based on work done earlier

by Elterman (Ref 17, 18, 19), has been widely used for attenuation de-

terminations. In this model McClatchey combines five model atmospheres

for temperature, pressure, and absorbing gas concentrations with two

aerosol models describing a "clear" and "hazy" atmosphere corresponding

to meteorological ranges of approximately 23.5 and 5 km at ground level

respectively. The aerosol size distribution is the same for both aero-

sol models at all altitudes and is similar to the Dermendjian Continen-

tal Haze with a large particle cutoff of 10 microns.

The aerosol attenuation coefficients are computed at 1 km inter-

vals up to 25 km and at 5 km inteivals from there to 50 km alt.tude.

Those up to 5 kin, which comprise the mixing layer, follow cne of two

exponentially decreasing functions corresponding to the clear and hazy

conditions mentioned above. Those above 5 km closely follow exponen-

tial functions which are not affected by surface conditions. Table I,

page 11, shows these coefficients computed for a wavelength of 1.06

microns.

This model has several serious drawbacks: (1) in its present

form surface meteorological range cannot be used as a continuous vari-

able in determining attenuation coefficients, (2) it is based on only

one particle size distribution, (3) the concept of an exponentially

decreasing mixing laye.: of height 5 km does not seem to be borne out

by recent measurements, and (4) the coefficients given are a discon-

tinuous function which makes them difficult and time consuming to
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Use, even with a computer.

This report will, in a later section, propose -.n approximation

which will, (1) describe the aerosol attenuation coefficient as a

continuous function for ease in computations, (2) mnake 4t possible to

use surface meteorological range as a continuous variable, and (3)

make the model useable for various combinations of maritime and con-

tinental hazes.

Homogeneous Mixing E Model. This model consists of a homo-

geneous or slowly exponentially decreasing mixing layer of variable

height, generally from 0.15 to 3 km, with a general mean of about 1.5

km, depending on surface meteorological conditions. Above the mixing

layer or haze layer the aerosol attenuation coefficient shows either a

sharp decrease or a more gradual transition through a 200 m layer to a

clear air attenuation with a meteorological range of 40 km or better.

The attenuation coefficient then shows a gradual exponential decrease

which is frequently less than the density lapse rate of 7-8 km scale

height. The scale height as used heu is the height at which the

attenuation coefficient has decreased by a factor of P-1

This model is based to a large extent on measurements taken by

Duntley, et al, (Ref 11, 12, 13). The concept of a hmogeneous mixing

layer is also borne out by Zuev (Ref 38) and Tenneke (Ref 33) among

others. The use of this model with differe:?t _- osol particle size

distributions comprises the bulk of the study going into this report.
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IV. Development of the Atmopheric Models

7h13 chapter will describe the development of the mathematical

formulas used in the McClatchey and Homogeneous Mixing Layer rodels,

T separate quantities were computed for each model. These were slant

range calculations for constant transmittance curves and laser lock-on

ranges for a given set of laser design parameters.

Transmittance (General)

Transmittance is described by Equation (4) which is repeated here

rLIT aexp[-J0 Wt lWdlj (4

If one desired to find L for a given transmittance, the form of the

equation could be changed to

in t()dl (11)

The integration could then be performed and the equation solved for L.

This will be done in following sections for specific conditions.

Lock-on Range (General)

The basic formula used for computing lock-on range is Equation (5)

hich is repeated here

Rr2exp[J r ft(1)dl z Kex [fd Tt Wdll (5)

There are two cases for which this equation will apply: (1) designator

and receiver collocated and (2) oesignator and receiver separated.

For the first case, Rr % Rd a R. Transposing and taking the
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square root of each side of Equation (5) then gives

R 4r-exp[-'0t(l)dW (12)

0

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides yields

I f= t()dl (13)

The integral on the right side can be solved and the resulting tran-

scendental equation can then be solved for R.

If the designator and receiver are separated, Equation (5) becomes

Rr 2 = K exp [-Cr t ()dl -P t (1)dl] (14)

Taking the square root and the natural logarithm of both sides yields

-lnW + a' t(l)dl (15)
_ r 00

Again, the integrations must be performed and the resulting transcen-

dental equation solved for Rr . In this study these equations were

solved with the aid of a computer by using the Newton-Raphson method.

Homogeneous Mixing Laer Model

In this model, for reasons explained earlier, molecular attenuation

will be disregarded. Therefore, in the absence of precipitation the

attenuation coefficient will be determined by the aeroSol content of

the air. Using Koschmieder's law and the ratio Qa(l.0636)/ca(0.55) or

, from Table V, page 23, for the particle size distribution of interest

a(10636) z "'a(0.25) (16)
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0 2 3.912 (17)or 0'a(1,06 3) R

This can also be described as

p
wa(1.0636) (18)

where p a(3.912) (19)

Eq (18) is the attenuation coefficient in the mixing layer. For the

exponentially decreasing coefficient above the mixing layer

0a(1.0636) exp(-2 (20)

where Ia is the attenuation coefficient (km-l),

thi is the meteorological range above the mixing layer (km),

b is the altitude (km),

and Hp is the scale height (km).

The attenuation coefficient for haze only for the HML model is now

P 0<h<H
MR-- -

Oa(L.0636) P (21)

TMRhi tIp

where H = mixing layer height. This value can now be substituted in

Bqs (11), (13), (15). Fig. 4 on the following page shows the two

regions of this model and transmittance paths in these regions.
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t -slant range
L- - path in mixing layer
L2 - path above mixing layer
h altitude

L H mixing layer height
0 - elevation angle

z - variable for integration

%v'D I

---

7

GROND RAN4GE

Fig* 4 Geometry of Slant Range Propagation

Constant Transmittance (Haze only). Using Eq (11) within the

haze layer (region 1 of Fig. 4) yields

In ~ .L (22)

~r oI J , .n f (

T¢3

where R 3 the total slant range.

Above the mixing layer (region 2 of Fig. 4)

= exP- L * . exp(- L) dz (24)

L1 is now a constant for any given elevation angle, e, where

Li a H (25)

Also h N z sine (26)
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Performing the integration and taking the natural logarithm of both

sides yields

1 A * .22L1,exp..) H ex !2H.) (27)

Rearranging this formula gives

r 1

/i [L (28)SpL1  exp H L

Taking the natural log of both sides and multiplying by HpLJ/H gives

-1

L a!- L1 'InR~ [I Y-Hx (29)

In e
liT

where Y = L (30)

Total slant range, R, now equals L1  L2 . Therefore,

I + L l Iln[,l- (}]-) exp(Hj (31)

Note that R approaches infinity %hen

-( )R-hi H ex = 1 (32)

or 'max H e( LHp (33)

MlRt 1 H H - M
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For a given Hp and Mhj this condition depends only on the mixing layer

height and the surface meteorological range. This condition implies

that for a given beam transmittance there is a minimum L1 given by

Lia T 34)
* max

and a maximum elevation angle given by

MAX= sin' l  (35)Limin

TWo cases of slant range propagation exist. One case occurs when

H > Linin. Then Gma x is 90 degrees and the constant r curves are closed
contours, For a given -r this would occur for low meteorological range
conditions, The other case occurs when H < Limin and Omax is given by

Eq (35)g For a given transmittance this leads to an open constant

curve which flares out and goes to infinity.

Constant Transmittance (Haze and Rain). The attenuation efficts
of raindrops and aerosols are additive; very little washout or changes

of aerosol characteristics occur (Ref 7:133). Therefore,

exPf (Ca + Or)dl] (36)

where as is attenuation due to aerosols,

and ar is attenuation due to rain.

In the haze layer, attenuation coefficients must be related to

meteoroloical range for X a 0.55 microns. One must ask how aerosols

plus rain affect meteorological range observations. Using the

criterion of 0.02 contrast as discussed earlier
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T= 0.02 exp [fR(aa + O)dl] (37)

This leads to in 50 = a (38)
MR

or 3. 912MR ar

This equation holds for X = 0.55 microns. Putting this expression into

Eq (16), page 27, and assuming that aa(.036) is approximately equal

to Ca(1.06)v as is done throughout this report, yields the following

expression for the total attenuation at X = 1.06:

S(1 - )ar (40)

In the clear air above the mixing layer, visibility is limited by

rain with haze having little or no effect on visibility. Also at alti-

tude a meteorological range observation will not generally be made.

Therefore, it is assumed that no correction need to be made to meteor-

ological range for the effects of rain. Thus, Eq (20), page 28, holds

above the mixing layer just as it did with no rain. To this, however,

must be added are The total attenuation coefficient in the IV4L model

then be

- (1 - )Or 0 <h <H

at MR=0( H (41)

- exp(- h ) + r h > H

Putting these values into the constant transmittance equation as before
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will yield, for h - H

R LI In (42

(I

For h > H the expression is

- In AL (43)
L2 H [LI(B .A) 'L2 -In

where Aexp(- H( (44)

and B ( (- Oa (45)

This is a transcendental equation to be solved for L2 where LI now

equals H/sine. Then R = Li + L2 .

Note that L2 cannot go to infinity as it did with haze only, as

it occurs in the denominator of the logarithmic term as well as on the

left hand side of the equation. So the constant transmittance curves

will not flare out to infinity as they did with haze only. It may be

noted here also that if one were concerned with snow attenuation, the

snow attenuation coefficient could be substituted directly in the place

of the rain coefficient.

Lock-on R - Desig'nator and Receiver Collocated (Haze only).

For lock-on calctilations wfere the designator and receiver are collo-

cated, Eq (13), page 27 is used. In the haze layer this becomes

I(46)
R R
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Above the mixing layer, Eq (13) becomes

R 0 MR 0 MRhi p

r r 1 - (48)

lnr= pL MRHL (_ U I l~x ( HpLl
hi k Hpi ~ 1 )II

Then In = AL 4 BLexp(-CL2 ) (49)

whtere B ex(H (50)

A = '+B (51)

H

and C HpH (52)

This transcendental equation can now be solved for L2 and added to

L1 where L, = H/sin 0.

Lock-on R - Ground Based Designator (Haz.e ony. The only

situation studied in this report for designator and receiver being

seperated was that of the ground based designator. The large number

of possible situations with both designator and receiver airborne pre-

cluded , comprehensive look at them in the time allotted for this study.

Using Eqs (15) and (21), pages 27 and 28, the following equations

were derived for the ground based designator: for h < H

Z In I (Rr + Rd) (53)

Rr MR
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For h > H

2 In I A +B(lexp(-c)(5

where A a I (L1 + R (55)

B hiH Hp (56)

H

This equation can be solved for L2 where, again, L1 H l/sin 0. Then

R z-LI +L 2 .

Lock-on Range - Designator and Receive" Collocated (Haze and Rain).

With rain included with the h.aze, the attenuation coefficient used is

that in Eq (41), page 32. For h < H

inVX = I + (1 - CO(58)
R IMRat

For h > H

1 (1 - C l exp(- +aj dl(5)0

With simplification this yields

n 

R 

iH

I n -%r a L,(B + A) + crL2 - ALlexp(-C. 2 ) (60)

where A H ji-- exp(- 61)
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+ ((62)

and C H (63)

Again this is a transcendental equation which can be solved for L2 with

L1 being a constant for any given elevation angle. Then R = Ll + L2 .

McClatchey L-lodel

The McClatchey model of the atmosphere, as described earlier, has

been frequently used in attenuation calculations. As mentioned, some

of its limitations include the following: (1) it is based on the conti-

nental haze particle size distribution only, (2) meteorological range

is not a continuously variable parameter (values for meteorological

ranges of 5 and 23.5 km are given), and (3) attenuation coefficients

are given a, 1 km intervals instead of being a continuous function.

This report attempts to alleviate these limitations by using several

approximations.

Approximations. This model can be used to give approximate at-

tenuation values for aerosol particle size distributions other than the

continental haze with the use of the ratios aa(l.0636)/Ca(0.55 ) which

were derived by Coolidge and shown in Table V, page 23. It is assumed

here that aa(l.0636) is not significantly different than aa(.06).

With the use of the ratlo for continental haze, 0 a(0.55) can be deter-

mined for each 1 km interval from the values of ca(l.06) of McClatchey

shown in Table I, page 11, where aa(l.06) is the sum of aerosol scat-

tering and absorption. Thus

a(.5) a(1.0) (64)
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When a(0.55) is known, aa(l.06) can be found for other distributions

with the use of Eq (16), page 27, and Table V, page 23. These -alues

can then be tabulated. If it is desired to include molecular atten-

uation, these values can be added to the aerosol attenuation coeffi-

cients. These values are tabulated for five different aerosol dis-

in Tables VIII and IX in Appendix A, page 74, where Table VIII is for

aerosol only and Table IX includes molecular attenuation from the mid-

latitude summer profile.

If these values are to be used in this form for cristant trans-

mittance avd lock-on range calculations they must bc numerically inte-

grated uhich requires a great deal of computer time. It can be seen

from Pig. 5 on the following page that this model can be closely ap-

proximated with several exponential functions. In this study, two

exponential functions were uaed for the regions 0-5 km= and 5-18 km.

This made it possible to reduce the computer cost of making calcula-

tions by a factor of approximately 20.

It is highly desirable to make this model useful with surfac.'

meteorological range as a continuously variable parameter. As stated

earlier, this model was based largely on the work of Elterman. It was

noted that if the values for surface attenuation coefficients derived

with Elterman's method (Ref 19) for several meteorological ranges

plotted on log-log paper they made a straight line and if the two sur-

face attenuation coefficients of McClatchey for 5 and 23.5 km were

plotted as a straight line it was parallel to the other. It was also

noted that the slope of the line did not change for various particle

size distributions. The relationship then derived was
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Pp = L(M1 ) " 0 2  (65)

where Pp is the surf;.ce attenuation coefficient,

L is a constant dependent on distribution used,

and MR is meteorological range.

This gives values very close to those of the Homogeneous Mixing Layer

model at the surface.

It is also necessary to have the mixing layer scale heights as a

function of meteorological range. To find this relationship, straight

lines were drawn on semi-log paper from surface attenuation coeffi-

cients for several meteorological ranges to a common value at 5 km

altitude. Scale heights were derived for each of these and they were

in turn plotted on log-log paper. An approximate relationship was

established of

Hpo= N(MR)V (66)

where Hpl o is the scale height below 5 km, and N and v are constants

dependent on size distribution used.

In the region from 5-18 xm, there is no effect from surface mete-

orological range. The attenuation depends solely on the aerosol dis-

tribution being used. The relationship here is

aa = Peexp( A.-) (67)Hphi

where Pe and 11phi are constants dependent on the size distribution used

with Hphi being the scale height above 5 km, The values for the con-

stants in these relationships are listed in Table VI on the following

page for four aerosol distributions, The results from the approxination
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of the McClatchey mc,el are now

Ppexp(- h 0 < h < 5km

0 a(l.06) (68)
peexp(- -h) 5 < h< l8kmIhi

It is these values which are used in constant transmitance and lock-on

range calculations.

Table VI

Constants in Approximation of McClatc! ., Aerosol Model
for Four Combinations of Maritime anc. .ntinental Haze

0 < 5,5 < < 18
Aerosol Mixture OP Hp, 0 

___ Hjhi

Comtinental 2.22(MR) 1 *0 2  0.675(MR) 0 , 2 3 3  3.3 x 10 -M3  21.0
2%Maritime I 3o./9(4R)-1O 0.690(MR)O2 4,9 x 10 - 3  25,3

50 Maritie 3*93(MR)'1"02 0*680(MR)0*21 5,1 x 10 - 3 25.A

100%Maritime 4.14" ° )'1"02 i °0,675 °': 5.2 1° '3  2.

Transmittance. These calculations were made for haze only. No

rain was included but it could easily be done if desired as was shown

using the Homogeneous Mixing Layer model. Using the results of the

1.revious section in the same manner as was shown for the MiL model,

the following results were obtained: for h < 5 km

- n,.,, , -l
R 1n - sin (69)

•sin G 11 P HPlo

Note that R approaches infinity when the term shovn in the logarithmic
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argument approaches zero. This implies that

1 pliplo
emax = sin-( 70)

in-

For any given -r this depends on Pp and Hplo which are functions of

meteorological range and particle size distribution. For 5 < h < 18 km

L2  = 111 n - A)] (71)

where A ° [I- exp- 5 (72)
e5 Hpl o

and B Pe exp - h(73)
5 Hphi

Note that L2 approaches infinity h.en

i- [±-A] = 0 (74)

or Llmin (7)A* B

Therefore, emax = In 1 -- (76)
, = . Llmin

Finally R = L1 + L2 where Ll is a constant for any given angle.

Lock-on Range. Proceeding in the same manner as before the 1fol-

lowing results were obtained for the lock-on range with receiver and
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ad designator collocated. For h a 0

In PpR (77)

For 0 < h < 5 km

ink a B[l - exp(-AR)] (78)

there A a skin (79)Hplo

and B a p o (80)

For 5 < h < 18 km

L+L2Hp h iLl J  81

5o 1  H 1in,,, - -CL1  - ex,> - )(81)

and D 5epz exp(- 5 (83)

Again this equation is to be solved for L2 %here L1 is a constant

for a given elevation angle. Finally R a L, + L2 .
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V. Results and Analysis

This chapter contains the results of using the models developed

in the preceding chapter and an analysis of these results. The atmos-

pheric scale height used for the clear air in the HML model was 7.99 kn.Ihis is the value suggested by Coolidge and has been given as the scale

height for the atmospheric mean density profile. This is different than

the scale height as determined by Duntley et al. in experimental meas-

urementsof the volume extinction coefficient (Ref 11, 12, 13). The

scale height found there was in the neighborhood of 20 km in several of

the experiments. The scale height used for the approximation of the

McClatchey model above 5 I'm was also in the neighborhood of 20 km, so

these higher values have merit. However, in the absence of further

experimental measurements and for the purposes of calculations, the

scale height for the density profile was used.

The scale height is a sensitive parameter as can be seen in Fig.

6 on the following page. Here the two scale heights of 20 km and 7.99

km were used for comparison. At an elevation angle of 54 degrees, and

with a meteorological range of 3.0 km, the scale height of 20 km gave a

Iro shorter lock-on range than did 7.99 km.

A meteorological range of 40 km was used for clear air above the

mixing layer in the HIAL model as it seems to be a worst case condition

(Ref 7:112). A typical value for K of 6.7x10 3km2 was used (Ref 14:13-14).

Aerosol Mixtures

An attempt was made to see if a generalization could be found

%here the percentage of maritime haze mixed with continental haze
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could be used as a continuous variable. It was found that the rela-

tionship for the ratio, a., of

a 0 0.78(% mata'iime) 0 , 05 7  (84)

is a good approximation (within 1% of the values in Table V, page 23)

down to about 10% maritime (Ref 7:79)o Below this the effects of add-

ing maritime to continental are changing too quickly for this relation

to be valid.

Constant Transmittance SlantIThis section will describe the results of computing constant
transmittance curves for both the HML model and the McClatchey model.

These results are then compared.

Hoogeneous Lae Model (Haze only). The calculations for

this model give the characteristically shaped curves shown in Fig. 7 on

the following page. Note that in the mixing layer the curve is cir-

cular. At low transmittances and high meteorological ranges, the curve

above the mixing layer flares out to infinity. At high transmittances

and low meteorological ranges the curves have a "keyhole" shape.

Figure 7 was computed for 100% continental haze. The results of

changing the haze composition slightly to 2510 maritime distribution and

75% continental distribution gives a significant difference as shown in

Fig 8, page 47. As can be seen, the slant range for different haze dis-

tributions changes consiaerably for the same meteorological range condi-

tions. Por example, at a meteorological range of 5 km and transmittance

of 0.1, the surface slant range is decreased from 5.43 km in l00% conti-

nental haze to 3.11 km in the 25% maritime mixture, a 42% reduction in
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range. Significant effects on range can be realized with as little

as 10% maritime (Ref 7). Results of additional constant transmit-

tance calculations are shown in Figures 23A through 23 - in Appendix S,

page 77.

Fig. 9, page 48, shows surface slant range vs transmittance for

several values of meteorological range. It is interesting to note that

all points lie on an exponential curve for transmittances of 0.2 or

greater. Below that value the points are starting to move to infinity

for zero transmittance.

Homogeneous ,Iixina Laer Model (Haze with Rain). hen Fig. 10

on the following page is compared to Fig. 7, page 46# it can be seen

that rain can have a significant effect on transmittance. With an ob-

served meteorological range of 5 km, and rain classified as ligbt (2.5

me/hr), the surface slant range for 0.1 transmittance can be decreased

by 25%.

McClatchey Model. This model was used for transmittance calcula-

tions for various aerosol mixtures of continental and raritime hazes.

An exaftple of using this model is shown in Fig. 11, page 51. '.,e Chape

of these curves is dramatically different from those of the HKL model.

The curves begin at the same point at the surface for a given transmit-

tance, but at low transmittances and high meteorological ranges they

flare out imn:diately from the surface. Also, at the higher transmit-

tances the curves do not have the characteristic "keyhole" shape of the

Homogeneous Mixing Layer model.

The differences in the slant ranges between the two models are sig-

nificant. Slant ranges for the McClatchey model are usually greater,

often much greater, than those of the Homogeneous Mixing Layer model.
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Lock-on Range

Lock-on ranges were computed for both models. With the NlcClatche7

model, different haze effects with designator and receiver collocated

were studied. For the Homnrgeneous Mixing Layer model, the effects of

various haze distributions on lock-on range were studied with the des-

ignator and receiver collocated and with a ground based designator.

Also studied with this model were the effects of haze plus rain with the

designator and receiver collocated.

McClatchey Model, A comparison between the two models is shown in

Fig 12 on the following page. As can be seen the two models vary sig-

nificantly. The McClatchey lock-on range curve flares out imediately

from the surface and at the higher meteorological ranges they appear to

be going to infinity.

A comparison was done with different mixtures of maritime and con-

tinental aerosols, shown in Figs. 13 and 14, pages 54 and 55. Here, as

in the constant transmittance curves, the aerosol mixture has a sig-

nificant effect. A mixture of 25% maritime and 75% continental wiill

decrease a surface lock-on range, with a meteorological range of 5 ;in,

from 6.1 to 4.1 kIm, a 33% decrease from that for 100% continental. It

is interesting to note that if the amount of maritime is increased to

100% the lock-on range is reduced only an additional 41. Fig. 15, page

56 shows the effect of aerosol mixture on surface lock-on range, W~cn

the values between 0 and 10% maritime being interpolated.

Fig. 16, page 57 shows lock-on ranges vs meteorological range for

various altitudes. It is interesting to note that these can be closely

approximated by a power law for any given altitude. However, no simple

algebraic relationship was found which held for all altitudes.
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Homogeneous Mixing Layer Model (Haze only). The analysis described

for the McClatchey model with different aerosol mixtures also holds for

the HNL model. In addition, it should be noted that the haze L distri-

bution, which was propose' as a replacement for the continental, gives

a significant decrease in lock-on range from that of the continental,

though the decrease is less than that given by a mixture of 25% maritime

and 75% continental. This can be seen by comparing Figs. 24A and 24B in

Appendix C, page 83. It should also be noted that the curves for the

HML model have different characteristics from those of the McClatchey

model; they have the "keyhole" shape of the constant transmittance

curves. This is true for all meteorological range conditions studiede

there may be large differences in the lock-on ranges between this

model and the McClatchey model ehe differences at specific altitudes

are strongly dependent on the height of the uniform mixing layer, a

property which will be discussed later). For example, it can be seen

from Fig. 12, page 53, that at an altitude of 6 km with a meteorologi-

ca1 range of 3 km there is a 34% difference in lock-on range bet;:een the

two models. At higher altitudes the difference is even greater.

An additional difference in the results of using the two models can

be seen by comparing Figs. 1 and 17, pages 57 and 59. At the surface,

the relationship of lock-on range to meteorological range can be approx-

imated with a power law. At higher altitudes, however, this is not true

as it is with the McClatchey model. It can also be seen from sig. 17

that the change in lock-on range is less with a change in altitude at

higher meteorological ranges than with lower. Figs. 24A through 24E

in Appendix C, page83 show additional exanples of lock-on range curves

with designator and receiver collocated.
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Homogeneous Mixing Eaer Model (Haze with Rain). Rain can have a
significant effect on laser lock-on ranges For example a "moderate"

rainfall of 8.0 mm/hr in a meteorological range of 3 km and a continen-

tal haze reduces the lock-on range by 26%. Compare Fig 18, page 61,

with Fig 6, page 44. It should be noted here that it was difficult to

correlate realistic values of meteorological range to rainfall rates

%hen both haze and rain contribute to lowered visibility. Using the

values for meteorological range in Table III, page 15, it can be seen

that 3 km is an unrealistic value for the higher rainfall rates in Fig.

18. Thus, the lock-on ranges for the higher rainfall rates are prob-

ably inaccurate.

Mixing Layer Height. The height of the mixing layer in the INL

model has a significant effect on the lock-on ranges as can be seen

from Pigs. 25A through 25B in Appendix D, page 89. Fig. 19, page 62,

shows lock-on ranges at 6 km altitude vs mixing layer height for sev-

eral surface meteorological ranges. The data were taken from the con-

tinental haze model. It can be seen that as the mixing layer height

decreases, a change in meteorological range has less effect on the

lock-on range. This is because the laser beam is propagating through a

higher percentage of clear air. An extreme example of this is shown in

Pig. 20, page 63, where the mixing layer height is only 0.1 km. The

curves corresponding to the different neteorological ranges are very

close.

Ground Designator (Haze only). Lock-on ranges for an airborne re-

ceiver can be increased considerably With a ground designator, espe-

cially in low surface meteorological range conditions. For example,

with the receiver at 6 km altitude, a surface meteorological range of
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3 ka, and the designator at 0.5 km from the target, the maximum lock-on

range increases from 10.25 km with designator and receiver collocated

to 15.1 km, an increase of 47%. Compare Fig. 21, page 64, to Fig. 6,

page 44. Fig. 22 on th4 preceding page shows lock-on range in the mix-

ing layer vs ground designator range for various meteorological range

conditions. As the visibility increases, the position of the ground

designator has less effect on the maximum lock-on range. Figs. 26A

through 26B in Appendix B, page 95, show several examples of how posi-

tion of the designator affects lock-on range.

Laser Desisn Parameters

A sensitivity study was accomplished to determine the effects on

maximum lock-on ranges of changing various laser design parameters.

This would change the value of rK in Eq 5, page 9. The results are

shown in Table VII. For example, *I peak designator output power or

target reflectance is doubled, A/ goes from 81.8 km to 116.6 m. The

surface lock-on range is increased by 147, for a meteorological range

of 23.5 km or 10% for 5 km meteorological range.
Ii

Table VII

Surface Lock-on Ranges for 100% Continental Air Mass
f Vr 'arious Values of a and Meteorological Range

'. - Surface Meteorological Range (k4 )
v~k~ 3.0 3.0 f1 8.0 15.0 23.5

116.6 i 4.60 I 6.75 i 9.50 14.71 19.77

M. 4.22 6,.13 8.53 13*.03 1729

69, 4.04 5.866 8.13 12.29 1 16.19!
3s*2 3.96 5.56 7.68 11J.52 15.081

E0 428 5.74 8,22 1036
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UOace Look-on Range Approximatio,.s

By using several approximations the surface lock-oa range, with re-

q"Yiqr and designator collocated, can be calculated fairly accurately by

man a simple algebraic expression, with K, MR, and % maritime as vari-

&*Zts. lhus it becomes an easy matter to determine the relative effects

IQ qhanging these variables with a small electronic calculator or slide

fttg without solving the transcendental equations described earlier.

h7e first of these expressions, for 100% contincntal haze, is

R = PlnK (85)
A

A a 0:74(M) ) 0 6 0 4  (86)

P a 0.40(MR) 0 , 8 7 2  (87)

Zhs Xelationship is good to within about 3% of computer values for

vA.tws of Vf b.tween 25 and 200 and within 6-1 for V of 40C.

lcm-mixtures of maritime and continental air masses, with % mari-

t-e. arzeater than 1014, the relationship is

R = 0.455(v)O'25 7(MR) 0.73(1 maritime) "0 .0 37  (88)

7hik will give values within 3% of Eq (5), page 8, for values of if

.bovc 45 w.hile as VtKdecreases to 25 the error goes to 10671.

An attempt was made to find a simple algebraic relation for lock-on

ri.ge at any given altitude as a function of meteorological range or

surface lock-on range bet no :uch relations-ip was found. ;ence it is

st.il. necessary to usc the transcendentat equations for these solutions.
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VI Conclusions and Recommendations

This report has addressed the problem of quantifying the effects

of weather on 1.06 microna laser-guided weapons. It has presented an

easily useable model for computing maximum lock-on ranges at altitudes

in and above the mixing layer for these weapons as a function of (1)

surface meteorological range and (2) rainfall rates. Additionally, a

simple expression was given for computing surface or mixing layer

lock-on ranges.

The lock-on range is strongly affected by the aerosol concentra-

tion and particle size distribution. The concentration can be estimated

rather quickly and easily through meteorological range observations.

The particle size distribution is much more difficult and ,ime consuming

to measure, and several models have been proposed t describe the dis-

tribution.

Two aerosol altitude profiles were studied. The first was the

Homogeneous Mixing Layer model as developed by Coolidge. The second

was an approximation o.7 the model described by fcClatchey. Incorpo-

rated in each of these models were three different aerosol particle

size distributions proposed by Dermendjian. These were (1) Haze L,

) Cn tinc-n.-, and (3) Maritime. Additionally, various nixtures of

continental and maritine were used. Also included wcre various rain-

fall rates. The results of computations using these two models were

analyzed and compared.
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Conclusions

It is concluded that the effect of weather on the 1.06 micron

laser-guided weapon can be quantified for a large range of weather con-

ditions, provided that the aerosol characteristics of the atmosphere

can be accurately modeled. It is further concluded that in the absence

of more accurat. information, useful relative information can be ob-

tained by using models that are now available.

Based on recent conclusive evidence as referenced in this study,

it is concluded that the most representive aerosol profile of the atmos-

phere is the Homogeneous Mixing Layer model. The most significant fac-

tors in this model as they relate to laser lock-on range are (1) surface

metiorological range, (2) the aerosol particle size distribution, and

(3) the height of the mixing layer. The scale height of the attenua-

tion coefficient above the mixing layer has less significant effects.

Recommendations

In the past, lock-on range calculations have been done using the

McClatchey atmospheric model. However it has been shown in this re-

port that large differences occur in the :esull; of using the McClatchey

model and the Homogeneous Mixing Layer model. Because recent eviden-e

is overwhelmingly in favor of the Homogeneous Mixin, Layer model in the

lower atmosphere, it is recommended that, until more precise information

on the atmosphere becomes available, future studies and calculations be

done using the Homogeneous Mixing Layer model.

Because of the significant limitations that atmospheric aerosols

can impose on 1.06 nicron laser guided-weapons and the need to quantify

toese limitations, thc fol~c-ing rcconmendations are also made:
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(1) better methods be developed to accurately and quickly (preferably

in real time) determine experimentally the aerosol concentration and

particle size distribution, (2) methods be developed for more accu-

rately and quickly determining the vertical aerosol attenuation pro-

file, including the height of the mixing layer, and (3) a method be

developed for measurirg directly the attenuation of 1.06 micron laser

radiation. This last recomendation would lessen the need for accu-

rately knowing the particle size distribution. Additionally, work

needs to be done to better quantify rainfall effects as well as effects

of other forms of precipitation on laser propagation.

There are methods which show promise in some of these areas. For

example, reference 31 gives a summwary of sone methods used to deter-

mine mixing layer height and suggests a new method based only on sur-

face measurements. This merits more study. Reference 6 describes a

method for using lidar in mixing layer measurements. Reference 34

describes several instruments which can be used to measure weather

variables.
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Appendix A

Aerosol Attenuation Values for McClatchey Model
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Appendix B

Con-tant Transmittance Curves
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Maximium Lock-.on Range Curves Designator and Receiver Collocated
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APpendix D

F Efects of Wr ing Lae Height Variations
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Appendix F

Development of the Lock-on Range Equation

The following is a list of symbol definitions used in the d .velop-

ment of the lock-on range equation:

A r - collecting area of receiver optics,

Pd " peak designator power,

Pr received peak signal power,

Pt power arriving at target,

Rd - designator range,

Sr - receiver range,

Td - transmittance of designator optics,

Tr - tranz.,,ittance of receiver optics,

P - target reflectance,

v - atmospheric attenuation coefficient,

- angle between a normal to receiver surface and the target,

Ot - angle between a normal to reflecting surface and the receiver,

- solid angle subtended b7 the receiver.

If atmospheric effects are neglected and it is assumed that all

radiated power is intercepted by the target, then

Pt = PdTd (89)

Because the target is a Labertian reflector, the power intercepted by

the receiver can be described as

Pr =  "-----------(90)
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ArCOSer
SZ " '(91)
R r

If the ttansmittance of the receiver optics is incltded Eq (90) can be

Wtitte" as

PdTdcosetArcos6rTr t (92)

Rr 2

a PdTdArTrCOSe(tcosfrPtr r Pr

the atmospheric effects are included the power reaching the

ta get and receiver can be written as

4 d

r r
Pr' = PrexP  - I  r ( 1 ) dr -/  "95) .

4q (93) can now be rewritten as

Rd ii

Rr 2  PdTdArTrcosotcosePe,%P[ 4 ()d

Rr2  XP[ r p dll K r d1)d l dl (97)•JO U [. 0  i,1 -
ior Rr 2 expli Or Md exp 1(1)d1 (97)

PdTtA r T r COSt cos erPt

where Tr =r-- (98)

Por easy calculations Ot and er are often assumed to be zero.
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Appendix G

Guide to Use of the Modcl for Lock-on & Calculations

Ibis appendix describes the equations in the Homogeneous Mixing

Layer model which can be used directly for computing lock-on range.

With desigiator and receiver collocated (haze only), Eq (46), page

330 and Zq (49), page 34, can be used. With ground based designator

(bi ontly), Eq (53), page 34, and Eq (54), page 35, can be used.

Those to be used with designator and receiver collocated (haze and

rain) are Sqs (58) and (60), page 35, Tht variable, 8, in these

equations is given by Eq (19), page 28. The ratio, a, for various

cmbinations of continental and maritime hazes is given in Table V,

vq€ 23, or Bq (84). page 45. Simple algebraic expressions for lock-

w rnge within the mixing layer are given by Eqs (85) and (88),

Pact 67,

1i-1
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